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Like any great book, the King County Library System has a story to tell. Or rather, stories.

As you read KCLS Stories 2015, you will see examples of the many ways patrons of all ages engaged with 
community libraries and KCLS staff, whether enthusiastically participating in story times, concerts and classes; 
finding a beloved classic or bestseller, or taking advantage of the technology and many other materials and 
resources provided by one of the nation’s busiest library systems.

This collection of stories that follow reflect KCLS’ dedication to providing free and ready access to the  
information, services and programs King County residents need to improve and enrich their lives, both 
personally and professionally. 

In 2015, patrons attended lectures, new library celebrations, and classes on dancing, creativity, science, 
employment assistance, health, aging and more. Kids met super heroes at Summer Learning events, accessed 
free summer meals and received tutoring assistance. KCLS offered something for everyone, and if patrons 
could not get to their local library, KCLS’ mobile services delivered resources to them. 

Visiting any KCLS library is much like opening a book. It can be a transforming experience—even magical. 
Just as readers enter into new worlds of time, space, characters and concepts as they flip pages, library 
patrons encounter new worlds of knowledge, greeted by choices they may never have known existed. They 
are free to explore, discover, rediscover, dream and connect with others amid wall-to-wall shelves of fiction 
and non-fiction books, plus magazines, downloadable selections, music and movies.

For the truly curious, learning never ends. The extent of all there is to learn, however, could be overwhelming 
without professional staff trained to ensure library experiences are as enjoyable and meaningful as possible. 
As author Neil Gaiman put it: “Google can bring you back 100,000 answers; a librarian can bring you back 
the right one.” 

All one has to do is ask—and turn the next page.

INTRODUCTION
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KALEIDOSCOPE: A SHARED TIME FOR EARLY FUN AND SKILL-BUILDING

KCLS Encourages Early Learning, Building 
on Research Showing an Early Start Helps 

Develop Children’s Cognitive and Social Skills

A three-year-old girl wearing a panda bear sweatshirt was the first 
one to arrive, making a beeline for cardboard blocks. As her mother 
watched, the child carefully stacked them until her tower reached 
above her pigtailed head.

As the song Wabash Cannonball played in the background, the girl 
suddenly kicked over her tower, giggling and stacking them all over 
again.

She didn’t have the blocks to herself for very long. Within minutes, 
the weekly Kaleidoscope Play and Learn class at the Kent Library 
filled with 30 constantly moving kids and an equal number of parents 
and caregivers trying to keep up with them.

For an hour and a half, little hands reached for blocks, balls, trucks 
and drums. They grabbed Q-tip paintbrushes or mallets to pound 

xylophones; set animals atop a toy barn and dolls inside dollhouses. 
Little legs crawled through a blue canvas tube, danced to music and 
somehow navigated all the free-range activities to reach their next 
target. Following close behind were parents and caregivers, ready 
with hugs, help and encouragement.

The King County Library System’s organized play groups offer 
enriching opportunities for parents and other childcare providers 

to interact and bond with kids. The classes, for age newborn to five, 
feature a fun but educational environment where togetherness 
means listening to stories, singing songs, dancing, reading books, 
creating art and simply playing. Some classes are held in foreign 
languages or are bilingual.
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KCLS’ support of Early Learning programs has been enthusiastically embraced by King County residents. A total of 3,437 Story 
Times were conducted in English, drawing 117,712 attendees. World Language Story Times, offering 1,158 programs in 
14 languages, drew a total 15,351. Kaleidoscope Play and Learn featured 162 sessions, with 5,782 participants, while 224 
sessions in Spanish and Chinese drew a total 7,391. 

To say the classes are popular is an understatement. According to 
Cecilia McGowan, KCLS Children’s Services Coordinator, in 2015 
alone, 10,193 children and adults attended 287 Kaleidoscope Play 
and Learn sessions. McGowan and other experts say the program is 
supported by research showing the importance of early learning and 
child-parent/caregiver interaction.

On a November day before Thanksgiving, Play and Learn facilitator 
N. Maldonado, who is bilingual in English and Spanish, cut up brown, 
orange and red construction paper into the shape of turkey feathers 
so children could paint them. A four-year-old boy, the side of his head 
shaved with the Seattle Seahawks logo, was inspired to paint only in 
purple, while his mother worked alongside him, sticking with orange.

“This isn’t just my work, it’s my passion. I love it,” Maldonado said.

One couple said that every week they take care of their granddaughter, 
who lives in Renton. They have seen the formerly cautious two-year-
old develop confidence thanks to the class. 

“She was more introverted when we first started coming, but now 
she’s going around on her own, mingling,” said R. Young, the girl’s 

grandmother, smiling as the child danced and clapped when Happy 
Birthday was sung. “This is a real nice environment, non-threatening 
and with so much to do.”

The mother of a three-year-old boy agreed: “We’ve been coming every 
week for over a year, and I really like it. I’ve seen him start interacting 
more with other kids, and that is what I wanted my son to learn.”

“¡Hola amigos!” Maldonado said, pulling out a tambourine and 
announcing “put-away (toy) time.” Participants did as they were 
told, then grouped at one end of the class for story time, a singing 
countdown of Ten Little Monkeys, and dancing the Hokey Pokey.

One dad, holding and kissing his eight-month-old daughter, echoed 
others when he called Kaleidoscope a critical investment in child-
rearing. 

“We’ve been coming to class since she was six months old, and she 
already knows when she’s coming,” he said. “We’ll keep coming as she 
gets older. I really believe that as a parent, you’ve gotta bring ‘em up 
right. You get out what you put in.”
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The Picture Book Project, a new way of displaying books to encourage young children to explore, has been a hit with parents. The project, 
launched in response to parent focus groups in 2013, led KCLS to switch from the standard author-based categorization system. More than 
200,533 items were relabeled and re-organized into 14 child-friendly topics: Animals, Bedtime, Concepts, Dinosaurs, Famous Friends, Feelings, 
Life Issues, Our World, Rhymes & Songs, Science & Nature, Sparkly, Stories, Things That Go, and Very Young. 
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LEARN & EAT LIKE A SUMMER SUPER HERO  
SUMMER LEARNING EVENT KICKS OFF IN RENTON

KCLS Acts on Widely Respected Research, Playing a 
Key Role In Bridging the Summer Learning Gap and 

Nurturing Students Who Might Otherwise Fall Behind

Flash flexed his muscles. Wonder Woman twirled her golden lariat. 
Thor raised his megaton hammer. Green Arrow raised one eyebrow 
and drew his arrow. Hulk beat his massive green chest, while Iron 
Man sized up the situation. 

Hmmm, yes. Pandemonium. About 500 people in a pleasantly 
contained environment, all chatting and busy with activities designed 

to expand their minds. Iron Man surveyed children, their parents and 
caregivers, reading stories or chatting at tables as they built towers, 
castles and other creations with blocks and LEGO®. Some tots strayed 
from their parents’ laps, crawling on mats toward brightly colored 
toys.

Kids dueled each other with robotic models while others lined 
up to check out books at the Library2Go! vehicle or play Minecraft 
aboard the Techlab. Teens zoomed in on the Stop Motion Animation 
tables and created their own inventions with KCLS Makey Makey 
kits. Children of all ages listened to music outside on a sunny patio, 
dancing to the tunes of Eli Rosenblatt.

Clearly nothing the Super Heroes couldn’t handle. They accepted 
their mission: To impress upon this gathering how critical nutrition is 
not only for strong bodies, but to develop strong minds to make the 
most of each and every learning opportunity.
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“Now I need all you kids to be super-quiet,” said Alexis Smith, KIRO-TV 
reporter. Smith was master of ceremonies for the KCLS Learn & Eat 
Like a Summer Super Hero Summer Learning kickoff event, held 
June 19 at the Renton Community Center. 

“Who knows why it’s important to eat like a super hero?” she asked.

Hands shot up. To be strong! To grow muscles! To make you healthy 
and make your bones grow and have fuel for your brains and bodies! 
To make sure your mind is active, awake and focused so you can pay 
better attention while you’re reading, listening and learning. To do 
better in school! So you can keep learning more and more about all 
sorts of things!

“Summer is the best, because you have extra time to read and keep 
learning,” Gary Wasdin, KCLS Director, told the crowd. “I loved going to 
the library in the summer because there was so much to do—reading, 
games and crafts. You could even get prizes for reading books!”
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Wasdin and other speakers emphasized the importance of summer 
learning to prevent the “summer slide,” building reading, mathematics 
and other skills in order to bridge the education gap when kids are 
out of school. Wasdin told the crowd that this year’s KCLS super hero 
theme aims to inspire kids to have fun and eat healthy—“like a super 
hero”—to take full advantage of summer learning opportunities, 
various library-based summer meal programs and to become 
powerful students all year long.

Local dignitaries included Dave Upthegrove, District 5 King County 
Councilman, and 37th District State Senator Pramila Jayapal. They 
underscored the important link between nutrition and learning, and 
also spoke of the joys, comforts and privilege of living in a county with 
free access to such an enormous range of books, learning programs 
and services. “One of my favorite super heroes is Frederick Douglass,” 
Upthegrove said of the famous abolitionist and former slave. “He 
wasn’t allowed to read when he was growing up. He would sneak 
books; he traded them for bread. Think how sad it would be if you 
weren’t allowed to read!”
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As each super hero was introduced, the crowd clapped and cheered. 
The super heros answered questions, posed for photos and handed 
out colorful trading cards displaying likenesses of themselves and 
information about food packed with protein, vitamins and minerals 
that enhance their super powers. 

“My son had me read him all the super hero cards. He kept asking, 
‘What does he eat? What does she eat?’” said K. Woo of Renton, whose 
six-year-old son was especially enraptured by Thor, Iron Man and the 
Hulk.

“I think this event is awesome,” Woo added. “It’s not only about 
playing and having fun; they can learn things, too. And he already 
likes kale in his smoothies.”

The event was a hit, judging from parental feedback and the adoring 
responses of their children. One little girl dressed as a princess high-
fived Iron Man; other children hugged him. One boy dressed as 
Superman (but wearing sandals) and several shield-toting Captain 
Americas crowded around the Hulk and Flash, squeezing their 
muscles. Green Arrow, demonstrating his bow-and-arrow technique 
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(without actually shooting anything), was a particular hit with one 
four-year-old who collected anything green, according to his mom.

Thor was swarmed by children tugging at his cape and asking for 
photos with him. He obliged them, even paying tribute to one boy’s 
LEGO masterpiece by lowering his majestic hammer “upon it.” 

Just when you thought Wonder Woman would have tired of hoisting 
children for photos, she looked down at a star-struck, five-year-old 
wearing a silver star-spangled tutu, pink cape and sparkly shoes, 
with two tiny pigtails on top of her head. The super heroine smiled, 
easily lifting the child, proving that eggplant, zucchini, spinach and 
cantaloupe can save the day.

Kids weren’t the only ones who glowed. “I love the super heroes. 
This is fantastic,” said C. Riggen, whose seven-year-old son ‘has been 
coming to KCLS summer reading programs since he was in the 
womb.’  We’ve loved the story times, the juggling, or just going to the 
library to hang out and check out books,” Riggen said. “It’s even more 
important nowadays for kids to unplug, otherwise they spend way 
too much time on their iPad.”

J. Garcia, whose kids are ages 4 and 9, said the family goes to 
Fairwood Library every week to borrow books and take advantage of 
story times and magic shows. “I love the Summer Learning Program 
because they can read, learn stories—and get outside the house!”

L. Portillo, whose boys ages 6 and 10 spent a lot of time at the robotics 
table, also thought the Summer Learning Program was as much a 
boon to parents as it is for the kids themselves. “It’s amazing for me,” 
Portillo said. “In the summer, they’re very busy; they will say, ‘mom 
can we go to the beach? Mom, can we go to the library?’  We go to the 
Bellevue Library and watch puppet shows, see movies, and the kids 
read books, graphic novels and magazines. This way I can spend time 
with them. It’s a blessing.”

Or, as Thor put it after parents thanked him, “ ‘Twas my pleasure.  
The earth is in good hands.”
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In 2015, the Summer Meals Program expanded to four KCLS library locations: Boulevard Park, Federal Way 320th, Kent 
and Skyway. The additions ensured that more kids and families were served. In 2014, 710 total lunches were served. The 
summer of 2015 saw 2,403 lunches and 291 snacks served for a total 2,694 meals—a 279 percent increase. During the meal 
times, library staff engaged kids and teens in Summer Learning Program events. 

The Let’s Read summer program again was a success, reaching children and families in their own communities, whether 
apartment complexes, parks, Y Camps, summer schools, meal sites or Salvation Army sites. In all, KCLS staff made 499 Let’s 
Read visits, serving 20,795 individuals and distributing 4,870 books.

More than 50,000 patrons attended a total 937 programs aimed at children and families. Those programs included System-
wide series such as Many Voices, One Land; Playing with Words; STARS; Season of Stories & Songs and other special 
programming at various events. 

Many Voices, One Land
Celebrate spring with music, 

rhymes, poetry, stories and more. 
Enjoy free programs 

at your library!

Playing w
it

h

Words
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KCLS DELIVERS AND CAMP TERRY’S KIDS  
HUNKER DOWN FOR SUMMER READING 

KCLS Goes The Distance to Give Kids a 
Leg Up On Life’s Educational Ladder

It was mid-morning and Camp Terry was in full swing. Kids were 
rock-hunting and looking for fish in the placid, sunlit Raging River, or 
hiking, playing dodge ball, or taking turns at the climbing wall. Then, 
counselors organized the 385 campers into groups of 25 for the next 
rotation—The Yurt.

In line, the kids wiggled and jostled and joked and poked, acting their 
ages of six to 12. But when they came out of The Yurt, they were quiet. 
Focused. Even thoughtful.

What happened in there?

The KCLS and Camp Terry reading hour—also known as Turtle Time—
had begun.

The Yurt is actually a library and in it are books for all ages and interests, 
provisioned by KCLS for the YMCA day camp. The kids, seated cross-
legged on the floor, listened wide-eyed as KCLS librarians told them 
they could select any book, keep it for the week to read and record it 
in their reading log. 

On this particular August day, the kids exiting the Yurt were 
encouraged to browse through tables piled with various books—
fiction, nonfiction, history, classics, adventure, mysteries, sports, 
science and more—and to choose any book they wanted for free 
and for keeps. The take-home books were provided by the KCLS 
Foundation as part of the Let’s Read program. 
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“Yes!” and “Yeah!” yelled some kids, while others hoorayed and bolted 
outside. The oldest kids, third- and fourth-graders, were also allowed 
to choose books from the KCLS Library2Go! parked nearby. The 
choices had many kids gleefully dazzled and hard-pressed to make 
a decision.

“I love books!” yelled one boy digging into a pile that included 
Warriors, Big Nate, The Call of the Wild, Dodger, Chupacabra, Tales 
from the Odyssey and Horrible Histories: The Stormin’ Normans before 
picking out the Mysterious Benedict Society and the Perilous Journey. A 
boy wearing a “Croco” jacket and orange shoes picked up How to Train 

Your Dragon, while another grabbed Artemis Fowl and announced, 
“We get free bookmarks!”

“There’s something for everyone,” Jill Hetzler, KCLS librarian and 
coordinator with the camp, told the kids. “What kind of book do you 
like?”

“Do you have a super hero book?” one boy asked.

“We like good books,” said one girl as her friend nodded. Given the 
selection, that wasn’t difficult. The girl chose Junie B. Jones Has a 
Monster under Her Bed while her friend selected Pippi Longstocking, 
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although Princess Decomposia and Count Spatula complicated their 
decisions.

The girls joined growing numbers of campers clustered in the shade 
beneath trees, open books propped on laps and knees. Two boys 
leaned against a tree and shared Where’s Waldo?, intently scanning 
pages for the elusive character.

Since 2013, when KCLS began serving YMCA day camps with Camp 
Terry, reading services and the number of campers receiving books 
has nearly doubled. In 2013, 3,300 campers were served, increasing 
to 5,228 in 2014. This included not only Camp Terry in Preston (serving 
YMCAs in Bellevue, Sammamish, Coal Creek and Snoqualmie), but 
Auburn Valley Camp in Auburn, Dale Turner Camp in Shoreline and 
Cottage Lake Camp in Woodinville. 

This summer, in addition to those four YMCA day camps, KCLS is 
piloting a service for tweens and teens at YMCA facilities in Burien 
(Matt Griffin); Northshore-Bothell and the Auburn YMCA. Hetzler 
estimates 7,000 total campers were served in 2015. 

KCLS librarians and counselors alike enjoyed watching the kids 
choose, then settle into their own zones of immersion. 

“Reading calms them down and gives them a chance to be in their 
own worlds,” said J. Over, a camp counselor. “They get to escape into 
themselves, into their own minds, into whatever world the book is 
about. It’s so cool to see them develop a passion for reading.”

Teen Services Librarian Ian Chapman agreed. “This is fantastic for the 
kids. I would have loved something like this when I was a kid,” he said. 
“Some of these kids just can’t get to libraries, and they are so excited 
to get, read and trade their books. I remember one third-grade girl 
who was really excited when she found a book on gymnastics. At this 
age, many are transitioning from “learning to read” to what we call 
“reading to learn” and they are so enthusiastic.” 

The camp counselor added, “I think a lot of kids get more out of the 
reading than the running around. They get in the habit of reading, 
and many of them go home and want to check out more books at 
their library about a subject that interests them. Reading is a huge 
thing that they take away from camp.”
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A NEW AND NEEDED PARTNERSHIP:  
KCLS AND ECHO GLEN CHILDREN’S CENTER

KCLS Actively Reaches Out to Underserved Populations, 
Offering Hope, Knowledge, Encouragement 

and Opportunities to Build Better Lives

For years, KCLS has sought out ways to help residents, no matter 
where they reside in King County. It made sense, given KCLS’ increased 
outreach efforts and unique ability to form meaningful partnerships, 
to connect with many of the inmates at Echo Glen Children’s Center 
in North Bend.

Echo Glen is a medium/maximum security facility for youth offenders 
as well as a residential and rehabilitation campus. It is under the 
supervision of the Department of Social and Health Services and 
is operated by the State Department of Juvenile Rehabilitation. 
Because the estimated 130 inmates are ages 12 to 20, their criminal 
offenses and trouble in school cry out for educational interventions, 
particularly since they are ultimately released back into communities 
with a chance to start anew.

This is where a partnership between KCLS, Echo Glen and the 
Issaquah School District came into play in early 2015. North Bend 
Teen Librarian Maggie Wong and Sammamish Library’s Alison Eckes 
deserve particular credit.

“KCLS has been a saving grace; they have really been a blessing,” 
said Carmen Rivera, Transition and Re-Entry Coordinator for Echo 
Glen. “Our prison populations are so high, I really believe in this 
programming while holding kids accountable. The goal should not 
be prison; the entire goal is: How are they going to be successful 
when they leave?” 

Rivera said Echo Glen, which houses about 100 boys and 30 girls, is 
a very treatment-oriented program. She said 80 percent of the kids 
suffer mental-health issues that include ADHD (Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder), anxiety, anger-management, depression 
and others. The vulnerable kids may have suffered sexual or physical 
abuse or abused others; fled parents with drug addictions or have 
chemical dependencies themselves; or witnessed or experienced 
gang or other violence, Rivera said.

The KCLS collaboration adds an important dimension to the facility’s 
treatments, Rivera said. The Library System supplies educational 
programs, materials and inspirational speakers that broaden the kids’ 
perspectives and horizons, offering them hope that they need not be 
defined by their past, but by healthier future choices. 
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Rivera cited a KCLS Playing with Words presentation with Jumped 
In author Patrick Flores-Scott, who spoke about how he overcame 
struggles with reading as well as personal and family issues to 
become a published writer, and a “Rap Hard” writing workshop 
with professional rapper Suntonio Bandanaz. A speech called “You 
CAN Succeed in College,” given by Antimo Bennett, resonated with 
students, because he was a former high-school dropout. Bennett, 
speaking as part of KCLS’ Life After High School series, not 
only went on to earn his GED and admission to the University of 
Washington, but became its student-body president.

In other KCLS classes and workshops, Echo Glen kids have learned 
about songwriting, poetry, literature and how to create graphic 
novels. KCLS also dispatches its Mobile Services vehicles to Echo Glen 
to provide computer and job-preparation classes, teaching resume, 
job-search and computer skills for students. 

“Digital literacy is just as important as reading, but many of the kids 
do not have the literacy and computer skills they will need to find 
jobs in today’s market,” said Danielle Duvall, KCLS’ computer trainer. 

“Some don’t know how to open up a Microsoft Word document. We 
try to fill those gaps. Most of the kids have not done well in school 
and pretty much all have test anxiety.”

“All these programs were ‘Ah-ha” moments for the kids. They will say, 
“Wow, this is cool!’ ” Rivera said. “So many of our kids love to read and 
love to write. They want to attend the programs because they’re fun 
as well as educational.” 

“One of the things I really try to relay to kids is that the institution of 
libraries is one they can trust,” Duvall said. “Whether they are released 
to Yakima, or Oregon or wherever, there are libraries and librarians, 
and that is the first place they should go to get information, resources 
and services. It’s about trust-building.”

As Rivera put it: “My dream is for every kid leaving Echo Glen to be able 
to go to their own prom, graduate from high school and ultimately 
find success in life.”
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More than 6,500 teenagers finished KCLS’ Unmask Summer Learning 
Program, which encouraged youths to explore and tap into their own talents 
and interests in music, video games, science and other areas. The teens earned 
6,000 badges on the Unmask Bibliocommons site. A total 5,200 teens participated 
in Teen Summer Learning events.

The Life After High School program offered 38 classes, including finding 
colleges, scholarships and financial aid; test preparation and other job-search 
and technical-training opportunities.

Beginning June 1

Summer Learning is 
presented as a part of 

by the

kcls.org/teens/summer

TEENS! Want a chance to win a Samsung Galaxy 7” tablet at your library?
HERE’S HOW:

Pick up your Unmask! Teen Summer Learning log at your local KCLS library. Read for 12 hours and check off the boxes.
OR

Complete all of the activities on the log and check off the 7 boxes. You may enter as many times as you want and a 
Samsung tablet will be given away at each library.Unmask! Teen Summer Learning runs from June 1 to August 31, 2015.

CHECK OFF 12 HOURS OF READING

Turn in the completed log and you are automatically entered in the drawing for a Samsung Galaxy Tablet at your library. Teen Summer Learning, Unmask!, runs from June 1 to August 31, 2015. You may enter as many times as you want. Winners will be announced on September 15 at each library. One Grand Prize Samsung Galaxy Tablet given to one winner at each library. 
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First Name 
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Phone or Email 
 School 

 Grade  Library Name 

Thank you to 
our partner:

Summer Learning for TEENs 

  1. Visit the library

2. Attend a program 

3. Explore Premium Databases

4. Introduce yourself to  

     a library staff person

5. Rate a book online

6.  Recommend a book to a friend

7.  Get or have a library card

For information about Thinkology and free 

Summer Learning Programs and activities, visit 

any KCLS library or kcls.org/teens/summer.

K I N G  C O U N T Y

LIBRARY SYSTEM

FOUNDATION

Summer Learning is 

presented as a part of

by the
This event/activity/offer is NOT sponsored by the Auburn, BSD 405, Enumclaw, 

Federal Way, Highline, Lake Washington, Northshore, Shoreline, Snoqualmie Valley, 

Tahoma or Tukwila School Districts, and these districts assume no responsibility 

for the conduct or safety during the event/activity/offer. In consideration for the 

privilege to distribute these materials, the Auburn, BSD 405, Enumclaw, Federal 

Way, Highline, Lake Washington, Northshore, Shoreline, Snoqualmie Valley, 

Tahoma or Tukwila School Districts shall be held harmless from any cause of action, 

claim or petition filed in any court or administrative tribunal arising out of the 

distribution of these materials, including all costs, attorney’s fees and judgments 

or awards.

Read for 12 hours and check off the 

stars on the other side, Or…

complete all of the activities on this side 

and check off the 7 stars below, then…

enter to win a Samsung Galaxy 7” tablet!

You may enter as many times as you want and one Samsung Galaxy Tablet will be given away at each library.

Summer Learning for TEENs 
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K-12 STUDENTS AND PARENTS ARE GRATEFUL  
TO BE IN THE ZONE AT KCLS LIBRARIES

KCLS Provides the Environments Where Students 
and Families Can Pursue What Matters Most to 

Them, Obtaining the Help and Support They Need

Tell a Study Zone volunteer that kids don’t like to study and they’ll 
beg to differ.

Kids of all ages show up regularly and enthusiastically to KCLS 
libraries across the county. They come with homework assignments, 
questions and the need for help with math, science, English, reading, 
history, geography and other subjects. 

And when they ask, they receive. They obtain guidance from volunteer 
tutors, many of whom are retired teachers and other professionals 
willing to give back to their communities.

“I’ve volunteered in schools, but kids weren’t always there because 
they wanted to be,” said C. Curry, a retired computer technology 
entrepreneur who tutors at Lake Hills Library in Bellevue. He is one 
of an estimated 280 active volunteers, said Annie Poyner, KCLS Study 
Zone Coordinator.

“Here, this is fun, because the kids want to be here,” Curry said. And 
this is true not only in the numerous after-school sessions throughout 
the KCLS system, but on weekends as well.

Study Zone is the largest library-based, free study-assistance program 
in the country using community volunteers. KCLS helped 12,647 
middle and high school students through the Study Zone program 

in 2014, the latest year for which complete data is available. The King 
County students received a total of 13,855 hours of tutoring from 372 
volunteers, working at 38 different libraries. 

According to a study conducted by Hardwick Research in 2014, 
parents reported that Study Zone and other KCLS resources had 
positive impacts on their teenagers as well as grade-schoolers’ 
academic performance. Grateful parents cited such benefits as help 
with online homework, improved study habits and improved reading 
levels. 
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Students reported that books, access to computers, research 
assistance and study rooms for group projects drew them to libraries.

At Lake Hills Library, a low hum of voices filled the air during a 
fall afternoon Study Zone, as nine kids age eight to 18 sought to 
understand various required subjects. One boy asked about types of 
minerals and fatty acids, while one girl practiced her spelling. A boy 
tried to solve a math problem involving lemurs and leopard seals. 

“What is a mirror?” one nine-year-old boy asked his tutor as he read 
aloud. Volunteer L. Okahata explained by asking him a question, 
“Well, you know when you brush your teeth? You stand in front of a 
mirror and you can see yourself in it.”

Suddenly, the text made sense. “Ohhhhh,” he grinned.

Curry bent over a boy struggling with multiplication and division. He 
connected the dots: “So if eight times eight is 64, then 64 divided by 
eight would be what?”

“Eight?” asked the boy tentatively.

“Well done!” Curry said. 

R. Kaur, smiled as she sat in the corner of the room. H. Anderberg, a 
retired teacher, was working with Kauer’s two sons, ages 10 and 12. 

“You need to choose the best word to fill in the blank to make a 
complete sentence,” Anderberg said to one boy. He filled in several 
blanks but got stumped on the word “array.” He looked up at her and 
said, “I need help.”
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In 2015, KCLS implemented the Student Library eCard pilot project in the Bellevue School District to increase 18,800 (K-
12) students’ access to electronic resources and downloadable materials via kcls.org. They can access eBooks and audiobooks, 
homework help from live tutors, digital magazines and newspapers, online videos and premium databases. The student 
accounts utilize each student’s school ID number as the barcode, so it’s easy for them to remember. The accounts act as a 
supplemental library account and do not accrue fines or fees. 

Kaur said Study Zone has not only helped with schooling, but with 
overall study habits. She and other parents said it was motivating 
for students to see others their age getting assistance, reinforcing 
the importance of learning while showing that there is no stigma to 
seeking and receiving academic assistance.

“They come here and get help with reading and math,” Kaur said. 
“They like it. I was looking for a tutor to pay to teach them, and when 
I found out this is free, I thought, this is very good!”

Anderberg said that while Study Zones are a lot of work, it was deeply 
satisfying—and far from boring. She likes to encourage students; she 
told one, “You might find you really like writing.” “I didn’t realize how 
much I missed teaching until I came back to tutor,” she said.

One mom thanked Curry, showing him her son’s recent, improved test 
scores. “We have come for many years. This program really supports 
the kids,” said H. Nguyen, who has three sons who regularly attend a 
KCLS Study Zone. “It really, really helps!”

Welcome 
to KCLS!

Your student ID gives you free access 
to all of the King County Library 

System’s online information and tools 
to help you do even better at school!

• Homework Help from Live Tutors. 

• eBooks, audiobooks, videos and 
even magazines and newspapers to 
download to your computer or device.

• Premium databases with information 
you can’t just find through Google.

And best of all, there are no fines or 
fees for using these great resources! 

Begin using your student account now.
www.kcls.org/students

• Your student account number is the 
Bellevue School District’s three-digit 
number 405 followed by your student 
ID number (with no dashes or spaces).

• Your PIN number is the last four 
digits of your student ID number. 

King County Library System
STUDENT ACCOUNT

Go to www.kcls.org/students to start. 

4 0 5       
Write your 6 or 7 digit  

student ID number here.

BSD Student Account-2.indd   1 9/29/15   9:47 AM
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TIMBERFEST GUESTS ENJOY MUSIC AND 
FAMILY FUN AT CAMP TIMBER!

KCLS Reaches Out to Children and Families in 
Their Communities, Providing Opportunities for 
them to Gather, Laugh, Play and Learn Together

If someone asked you, “What event combines camping, kids jumping 
up and down like popcorn kernels, skydivers, library books, crafts, 
and Jimmy Hendrix?” you might be hard-pressed to answer. Unless, 
of course, you’d been there.

The answer would be Timberfest, also known as Timber Outdoor 
Music Festival in Carnation. And for people of all ages who attended 
the third annual festival in mid-July, the responses were unanimous: 
“What’s not to love?”

Sponsored by KCLS, and held in the Red Barn, Camp Timber! helped 
provide something for everyone, including musician Eli Rosenblatt, 
the popular band Recess Monkey, a Library2Go! vehicle and special 
appearances by Super Heroes Wonder Woman, Iron Man and The 
Hulk.

It was a perfect summer weekend, campers and festival attendees 
said, and they weren’t just talking about the warm, cloudless weather.

S. Banahan, standing near a Camp Timber! banner in the Red Barn, 
said she and her family were grateful for King County Library System’s 

sponsorship. She said Camp Timber had the range of programs and 
activities that engaged and entertained both her nine-year-old son 
and two-year-old daughter.

“There are so many activities—storytelling, music, camping; it’s really 
a fun family atmosphere,” she said. “The Library2Go!—we all love 
that. My son also loves the root-beer garden. Right now my daughter 
wants to go make a flower crown.” 
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J. Straight of Bellingham said with her husband out of town, she 
could have just stayed home with her two kids. But after seeing their 
reactions to Camp Timber, including her youngest son’s steadfast 
allegiance to Iron Man, who knelt down to pump knuckles with the 
three-year-old, she said, “I am so glad I decided to bring them.”

“This is super-entertaining for kids and adults; there is so much to do 
and I love that it’s safe and that it caters to families,” she said. “My kids 
love the music; my oldest (age nine) son loved the comedy show and 
has made tons of friends. That’s his super-power.”

By 10am on Saturday, July 18, most kids had popped out of their 
family tents and either had biked or run to the Red Barn (aka Camp 
Timber) once they heard Recess Monkey warming up. By the time the 
high-energy band was urging everyone to imitate their favorite snack 
(popcorn!), the barn was packed with kids. Adults and children alike 
danced to the beat. 

Another popular draw, Library2Go!, surprised some who had never 
seen a “library on wheels.”
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 “I love this idea of a mobile library—how cool!” said S. Klay of 
Seattle as her kids made a beeline for the vehicle, hopping up the 
stairs to explore the shelves inside. “My kids love books, although my 
daughter is only three. She just thinks she can read. She’ll pretend to 
be reading, talking along with the pictures.”

 “I checked out two books!” shouted Klay’s son, carrying Five Little 
Monkeys and Meet Dizzy Dinosaurs. His little sister held up her book,  
Today I’ll be a Princess.

T. Yetter, also of Seattle, was headed toward the line for the children’s 
trampoline when her children joined Klay’s kids to check out books.

“I just think this is wonderful,” Yetter said of the mobile library, but 
also of Camp Timber as a whole. “We had heard it was family-friendly, 
and it really is. We’ll be back next year.”

Meanwhile, on an adjacent field, bubble-wrapped young adults 
crashed into each other like bumper cars, playing “bubble futbol 
(soccer).” Some even managed to pass or kick the ball into the goal 
before getting knocked sideways or flipping upside down like turtles, 
their feet kicking frantically into the air.

After all players righted themselves and the game was over, an 
announcement to “look up into the sky!” prompted an exodus of 
about 150 people to one side of the field.

A plane circling above dropped three skydivers, one unfurling an 
American flag as loudspeakers blared Jimmy Hendrix’ version of 
the Star Spangled Banner. Behind each streamed a different colored 
“contrail,” triggered from ankle-strapped canisters and drawing oohs, 
aahs and shouts of “that’s so cool!” Parachutes opened to audible 
sighs of relief, and loud and appreciative applause met each on-
target landing. 

Like many festival goers, S. Van Sanden of Seattle and his family 
started the morning at Camp Timber, then headed to the field to 
watch the skydivers. But even before the chutes opened, he and his 
wife vowed to return.

“Our daughter is three and a half, and she enjoys this every time 
we come. Why not?” he said, as his wife nodded, holding a sleeping 
five-week old. “This is our third year and we think it’s fantastic. We’re 
definitely coming back.”
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SUSTAINABILITY ENTHUSIASTS TAKE A CHOMP 
OUT OF KCLS AND OTHER OFFERINGS

KCLS Collaborates With Partners Equally  
Committed to Strengthening Families by  

Providing Them Ways to Learn and Play Together

The day started out rainy, but when the sun came out, the red KCLS 
Library2Go! shined on the wide, grassy field. 

Kids and families who had danced moments before to the music of 
the popular band Recess Monkey, which performed on the nearby 
“Pea Patch” stage, climbed aboard the vehicle to check out books—
literally.

CHOMP!, a first-time outdoor festival offered by King County aimed at 
educating and supporting sustainable food, agriculture, businesses 
and lifestyles, was launched September 13 at Marymoor Park in 
Redmond. KCLS was among the many partners of the free public 
event, which drew an estimated 300 people of all ages to enjoy food 
stands, information booths, live music and a chance to mingle with 
other sustainability aficionados.

“CHOMP! was a great event,” said J. Foreman, a member of Recess 
Monkey that KCLS sponsored for the event. “Sustainability is such a 
topical theme, and I think people found it nice to learn more about 
ways they could contribute. It seemed like people came together for 
a good cause, and to celebrate the county’s efforts.”

Festival attendees said they appreciated King County’s agricultural 
bounty, especially so close to such heavily urbanized areas as Seattle 
and Bellevue. The event combined a food court (“Chomplandia”), 
music festival (rock, folk and kids stages) and farmer’s market, along 
with a beer and wine garden. As people wandered through numerous 

booths and information displays, including Library2Go!, they said 
they enjoyed learning more about sustainability—everything from 
beekeeping to avoiding poisonous hemlock.

From the KCLS collection brought to the event, people browsed 
cookbooks such as The Locavore’s Kitchen by Marilou K. Susko; Edible: A 
Celebration of Local Foods by Tracey Ryder, and The Chef’s Collaborative 
Cookbook by Ellen Jackson, as well as a range of materials on 
sustainable design, building, public policy and gardening. Numerous 
books on plants, healthy food and other topics were available, along 
with DVDs, music, magazines and other materials.

When one young woman inquired, “Do you have any farm books?” 
Woodinville Librarian P. Hunter grinned and responded, “We have 
everything!”

A Russian family, overhearing this, climbed inside the vehicle as the 
librarian added, “You can check out anything and there’s more online.”

K. Burling, who recently moved with her family from Durham, North 
Carolina to Redmond, filled out an application for new KCLS library 
cards while her kids selected books.

“I grew up in Iowa City, where writers, writing and books are huge,” 
she said. “We’re very excited to make good use of our local library.”

“I love libraries,” said K. Stringer of Seattle, recalling a lifelong interest 
in cooking and eating natural, healthy foods and teaching her 
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children to do the same. “I like the idea that you can just browse here, 
and then check things out.”

KCLS materials echoed the sustainability theme at other booths, 
which included resource information from Stewardship Partners 
and the Mountains-to-Sound-Greenway, as well as King County Eco-
Consumer rain barrel and yardwork demonstrations. Farm stands 
featured eggs, pumpkins, produce and even a cardboard-cutout cow 
with balloon udders, allowing kids to learn how to “milk.” At another 
booth, one girl squealed as she tried to hold a rooster, while other 
kids laughed—and collided—as they practiced tossing pizzas in the 
air.

“I’m blown away; this is awesome,” said C. Long of Duvall, browsing 
the library tables and straining to be heard over the Bucharest 
Drinking Team’s lively “Song about a Tractor.”

“I didn’t know what to expect, but I think it’s great to bring awareness 
to sustainability,” he said. “Farms, food, music and books—how can 
you go wrong?”
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KCLS Offers New and Varied Experiences Supporting 
a Love of Life-Long Learning, Enhancing the 

Quality of Life for King County Residents

BUSHWICK BOOK CLUB CELEBRATES BOOKS 
WITH FOOT-STOMPIN’ MUSIC

Let’s face it, there are a lot of bookworms in the Pacific Northwest. 
But most bibliophiles do not read books and then write songs about 
them, let alone head to libraries to perform the songs—for free.

Yet thanks to a partnership between the nonprofit Bushwick Book 
Club and KCLS, the public can enjoy words both in print and in 
song. Over the past few years, people of all ages and backgrounds 
have been delighted and enlightened by the multi-talented band’s 
creative take on literary and popular works.

“That was really fun; what a great idea to put books and music 
together,” said a man who brought his two children to a Bushwick 
Book Club performance on August 18. The KCLS-sponsored event 
was held at Crossroads Community Center in Bellevue. 

A couple seated nearby agreed, saying they had heard about 
Bushwick from friends, but that this was the first time they had heard 
the band in person.

“We wanted to come and hear them play,” said J. Farness. “Great vocal 
harmony and excellent musicianship. Clever songs, entertaining and 
fun. Plus, we always like to help promote reading and good books!”

The dual love of words—oral and written—was a big draw and 
captivated attendees. Despite 90-degree heat, the four-member 

band played for an hour, interacting with the crowd, explaining their 
creative processes, and playing music inspired by literary characters 
and creatures ranging from Ebenezer Scrooge to geoducks. 

Entertaining a crowd that included all ages from many cultures, the 
band displayed a repertoire that included thought-provoking songs 
that were equally whimsical and inspiring. 
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“Who has heard of A Christmas Carol?” asked Geoff Larson, Executive 
Director of the band that also includes drummer Aimee Zoe, and 
guitarist/singers Wes Weddell and Moe Provencher.

Hands shot up. Larson told the gathering what went through his mind 
when he read Charles Dickens’ famous novel and the scene where 
Scrooge “became confused” after hearing a voice from his deceased 
business partner Jacob Marley. 

“I thought, what would it be like if the air was filled with ghosts?” 
Larson said, before launching the next number.

Weddell said Seattle Author Tim Egan’s book about photographer 
Edward Curtis, entitled Short Nights of the Shadow Catcher, inspired 
him to write a song called, You’re Making Me Beg. The book tells of 
Curtis’ life-long effort to document Native American tribes through 
photographs and voice recordings.

“It is priceless material…his audio recordings led to people learning 
what could have been lost languages,” Weddell said. “But Curtis had 
to grovel before (financier) J.P. Morgan, who ended up owning his 
collection while Curtis died poor and unknown.”

As the band continued to play, curious onlookers who had heard 
the music from outside, came in and sat down. A few children on an 
adjacent playfield pressed their noses against windows behind the 
stage. 

Feet tapping and heads bobbing to a country-music beat, people 
were treated to songs ranging from Cheryl Strayed’s Wild to C.S. Lewis’ 
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe. The Bushwick presentation was 
among the many free programs, for people of all ages, offered at 48 
KCLS libraries. A wide range of programming, including KCLS’ year-
around educational series called MIND MATTERS, aims to expand 
public knowledge of the arts, current events, history, healthy living 
and other issues, and to inspire and support continuous learning.

Like many of those programs, the Bushwick Book Club drew a grateful 
response from attendees. “It was like seeing a treasure in a private 
showing,” said J. Jaz. As R. Young put it: “Good music, good cause.”

Weddell, expressing appreciation for libraries, reminded the audience 
of the power of books to broaden readers’ horizons. “Even books 
about sports aren’t just about sports,” Weddell, told the crowd before 
performing a song about a boxer. “They’re really about life.” 
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More than 27,000 adults attended KCLS programs especially designed for them, including System-wide series such as MIND MATTERS and 
MAKE, and those developed and presented by local libraries. The MIND MATTERS year-long series of 320 programs drew a total of 4,686 
people. When author John Medina (Brain Rules and Brain Rules for Baby) spoke at the Redmond Library on March 16, 200 people attended.
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KCLS’ MATURE PATRONS HEAD TO LIBRARIES, 
LEARNING WAYS TO REIMAGINE THEIR LIVES

The AARP instructor waited for the adults to be seated, then dropped 
this opening line: “The life you dream of having is actually very possible.”

Hope and skepticism flashed across seasoned faces. Really? When 
you’ve lost loved ones, a job, a career, a house, security, investments, 
stability, or had other experiences that seem to undermine your 
future? Or when you’d simply like to make some positive changes in 
your life, like losing weight or switching jobs, but don’t know how to 
go about it? 

Yes. 

A “new you” is within reach if you are willing to take time to reflect, 
rethink assumptions, regroup, reach out—and draw on your 
strengths.

Such was the uplifting message of an aptly named KCLS program— 
Life Reimagined. The program was designed to provide the 
mental and emotional tools to help older adults hurdle roadblocks 
to identifying their deepest values and achieving worthy desires. Life 
Reimagined was a partnership between KCLS and AARP, drawing a 
total 290 attendees in 17 classes held at KCLS libraries from September 
through November. 

The program’s motto was: Will, Can, Did. 

In a learning environment that was both personal and confidential, 
each participant was given a booklet and encouraged to respond to 
guided exercises and thought-provoking prompts. The aim was to 
help individuals assess their experiences, successes, heartaches and 
hopes, and then focus on what matters most in their lives.

One prompt had patrons looking back, asking: “When was the last 
time you faced a big transition? How did you move forward?” A 
couple at one table, saying they had been financially battered in the 
2007-2008 recession, said, “Each other.”

The teacher asked the room full of self-described busy people to 
check one of 16 boxes in the booklet, designed to make them think 
about what is most meaningful to them. Among the choices: time 
with family; time for myself; helping people; my faith; building my 
career; and being healthy.

Another prompt gave the “simple formula for a meaningful life:” 

Your gifts + your passions + your values = your purpose.
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For two hours, heads bent over booklets, pens downloading lifetimes, 
mining clues to yield answers to the question: where do I go from 
here?

During a break, participants swarmed a table loaded with library 
books designed to help answer that question, accompanying the 
Life Reimagined theme. The books included: Wisdom by Andrew 
Zuckerman; Aging with a Plan (Sharona Hoffman); Older and Wiser 
(Sebastian Ahlander); Second Wind (Bill Thomas); In Our Prime (Pat 
Cohen); The Art of Aging (Sherwin Nuland) and many others.

Several videos shown in Life Reimagined classes helped to drive 
home the importance of discovering one’s passion, and taking 
small steps to achieve it. One video featured a legal assistant who 
reinvented herself as a chef, another a truck driver who became a 
dance instructor, saying, “Dancing is who I am.”

Another video featured Rich Luker, a 56-year-old businessman 
who had always loved baseball, but had never played it; “it had 
never occurred to me that I could.” After passing by a local ballfield 
where men around his age were playing the game, laughing and 
encouraging each other, Luker decided to “re-formulize my life.” 

He not only joined a men’s baseball team, but experienced 
camaraderie, community—and the courage to “see what was on the 
other side.” Through tears, he recounted an older teammate who said, 
“Nice hit, kid!” 

“I realized mine was a life of watching and not doing things I cared 
about,” he said. “I realized I’d done all the things I have to do in life and 
I still am. But now I’m also doing what I want to do.”

Class participants, clearly moved, nodded and applauded in 
appreciation. At the end of Life Reimagined, many expressed 
gratitude, calling it “thought-provoking,” “a great use of my time,” and 
“very helpful in focusing on what I want to do.”

“This was inspiring,” said one woman. “I think I’ve done some of the 
necessary things. I feel committed and I’ve connected with others. 
Now I’m ready to act.”

What is Life Reimagined? It’s a new way of thinking about what’s next in your life. 
Backed by decades of research, Life Reimagined introduces a powerful step-by-step ap-
proach to help you discover possibilities, prepare for change, and make your ideas real.

Learn more at LifeReimagined.org

WOULDA, COULDA, SHOULDA?

it’s time for

WILL,CAN,DID.

Come to a  

Life Reimagined CheCkup!

Join us for a Life Reimagined Checkup, a free two-hour 
experience to help you get inspired about your possibilities.

+  Gain insight into where you are in life and where you want to go

+  Discover new methods and practical tools to help you plan your 

next move

+  Connect with a Life Reimagined Guide and people in your  

community who can support you along the way 

Free and open to all.

We all think about “What’s Next” but  
often wonder where to start and how to 
make it real. 
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An estimated 28.3 percent of KCLS cardholders are ages 50 and older. In 2015, 
KCLS increased programming for this demographic. KCLS earned national 
recognition for a partnership with AARP that yielded 34 Fraud Watch and/
or Life Reimagined workshops in 23 different libraries. The programs drew 
a total of 494 people, 40 percent of whom had never attended a library 
program.

KCLS also launched a monthly article entitled Library Corner for Northwest 
PrimeTime, the region’s largest newspaper targeting the 50+ audience, with 
an estimated 100,000 readers. It is distributed free at over 1,000 outlets 
throughout the Puget Sound area.
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A HOPEFUL, HELPFUL TALK FROM A CREATIVE AGING EXPERT

In the lobby of Horizon House in Seattle, where Rebecca Crichton 
works, an intricate, hand-woven Indian tapestry in muted red, brown 
and violet colors adorns one wall. A visitor admiring it meets Crichton, 
who smiles warmly and says, “Want to see it even closer?”

From her purse, Crichton extracts a small flip-top magnifying glass, 
and lifts it to the tapestry. The tiniest silk threads swell into braided 
strands like ship lines. Crichton shows the structure beneath the 
pattern, as if drilling down to the source of the silk itself. “I like going 
deeper,” she says.

As executive director of the Seattle-based Center for Creative Aging, 
and retired Boeing employee, Crichton is focusing on one of the 
deeper mysteries: The human mind. She is a woman passionately 
devoted to leading people to greater awareness and insight into 
themselves, cultures, relationships, creativity, death, bereavement—
and the importance of kindness and laughter.

Crichton, who also has taught leadership development for business 
executives, was the featured speaker at a May 12 class at the Des 
Moines Library for MIND MATTERS, the KCLS series focusing on brain 
health and development. In a lively interactive talk called Happiness 
is an Inside Job, she drew on the latest research into brain science 
and positive psychology, asking her multi-aged audience from all 
over King County questions like, “What gives you hope?”

The class was a bit stumped.

“Oh, you have to have hope,” she said, citing research showing that it’s 
the single most important element correlated to a positive attitude.

Brain research itself is yielding hope. Although it may seem common 
sense that the brain and feelings are linked, science is proving it, 
Crichton said. Researchers who in the past relied on autopsies to “see” 

KCLS Encourages All Ages to Continue to Dream 
and to Creatively Pursue Their Own Best Prospects, 

Because Personal Growth Has No Finish Line
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the brain, now have tools such as Functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging, allowing them to see which of our millions of neurons light 
up as they form pathways and connections in the brain in response to 
everything from autism and exercise to blushing.

Can you re-wire your brain? 

Science is showing that the answer is yes. 

“How you use your mind changes your brain,” Crichton said, describing 
a new concept called neuroplasticity. “Neurons that fire together, 
wire together; neurons can connect with each other. Mental states 
become neural traits.”

Learning something new, challenging yourself to do something 
complex, and doing something with a higher purpose are all ways 
to keep developing your mind, Crichton said. One woman told the 
class, “It’s true! I’ve been studying a new language (German, for an 
upcoming trip), and I swear my neurons are firing differently. I can’t 
tell you how exciting this is!”

Crichton told the class that those who practice joy, affirmations, 
gratitude and other positive thoughts can offset the human brain’s 
innate “wiring for negativity.” She asked students what gives them joy, 
and hands shot up with a spectrum of responses: “Seeing a sunset;” 
“hearing children laugh;” “the serenity I feel working in my garage;” 
“my kids,” “playing the guitar;” “nature,” “meditating” and “reading 
books.”

In many ways, life gets better with age, Crichton said, “but it has to be 
interdependent. It’s a deep myth, an American cultural and pioneer 
ideal, that says we’re all self-reliant and don’t need each other. The 
truth is, we all need each other.” She added, “My favorite bumper 
sticker is, Don’t believe everything you think. But don’t stop thinking.”
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OPERA PRESENTER NORM HOLLINGSHEAD HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

KCLS is Responsive To The Broad Spectrum of 
Patrons’ Interests, Offering Quality Cultural 

Enrichment and Entertainment for All

To say that Norm Hollingshead’s opera lectures are popular is like 
saying Wagner is dramatic—a hefty understatement. Long-time fans 
know to arrive early to his lectures, since his classes are always filled 
to maximum occupancy. 

One October evening at the Mercer Island Library, a cell phone 
rang as the retired Seattle middle-school teacher prepared to start 
his lecture on the upcoming Seattle Opera production of The Pearl 
Fishers. The milling crowd laughed; who else would have an aria from 
Verdi’s Rigoletto—La Donna e mobile to be exact—as their ringtone? 

Hollingshead silenced the singing before spending the next 90 
minutes turning on various recordings of The Pearl Fishers, comparing 
interpretations and performers’ voices on arias and the beautiful 
“Friendship Duet.” He shared his formidable knowledge of the opera’s 
French composer, Georges Bizet; its music, storyline, characters, 
history and set design as well as Seattle Opera’s production, with 
insight, humor and a lack of pretension.

Dressed in a tan jacket, shirt, tie and slacks, he nonetheless acts out 
the female lead (high-pitched voice, flopping a scarf over his head), 
the male leads (for the indecisive Zerga, he beats his chest and paces 
madly back and forth), and explains why the villagers are “so excited 
and whipped into a frenzy, there is a chorus of blood lust: You’re 
going to DIE!”

“I’m not making this up, folks,” he deadpans. 

The capacity-crowd of 64, ranging in age from 18 to 87, went silent, 
as if even asking a question would break the spell. “This isn’t church, 
you know; you can talk among yourselves,” Hollingshead said. “Unless 
you worship Bizet, as I do.” 

“He enriches opera so much,” said P. Ing of Mercer Island, a Seattle 
Opera season-ticket holder, summing up much of the class sentiment.

P. Alexander, also of Mercer Island, said while she knew that libraries 
have become gathering places, “it’s especially wonderful that they 
bring in someone like Norm in a way that culturally enhances the 
community.”

The self-described “sucker for sweet, golden singing” never planned 
to spend his retirement teaching opera. But he is grateful to KCLS for 
the opportunity to do so. For Hollingshead, it is a chance to inspire 
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people to enjoy the 400-year-old art form the way he was first 
inspired—as a college student, after hearing a recording of Leontyne 
Price in Puccini’s Tosca.

“Very early on, opera was for the people; it was for everyone, not just 
the aristocracy,” Hollingshead said. “There was no television, radio, 
sports, movies. The big stars were opera singers.”

He taught his first KCLS classes in 1987, and nearly 30 years later 
remains just as enthusiastic and committed to sharing his joy of 
music. In the past year, he has given library lectures on all the Seattle 
Opera productions: Tosca, Semele, Ariadne auf Naxos, and Nabucco. 

Librarians say the born storyteller is consistently one of the most 
popular KCLS presenters.

“Follow your bliss; that’s what I did,” he said. “It’s a ton of fun.” 

Library patrons agree. M. Clark, who became a fan after attending his 
2013 lectures on Wagner’s Ring Cycle, said each of Hollingshead opera 
preview styles is different, giving her various perspectives.

“He does some acting-out of parts of impassioned lovers and 
swooning women that are really fun. I went to Siegfried feeling like 
I knew who and what was going on, because I did…Norm has been 
very important in introducing me to the world of opera!” 

K. von Kreisler said she and her husband have been going to his 
lectures for about seven years.

“He is such a joy—so intelligent and knowledgeable and funny,” 
von Kreisler said. “From the very first time we heard him talk, about 
Don Giovanni, we were hooked. Because of him, we are now ardent 
subscribers to the opera. “Everybody loves him—not just us,” she 
added. “He has a fiercely loyal following. I imagine there are legions 
of people all over the Seattle area who owe their love of opera to him.” 
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FRIENDS MATTER: KCLS CELEBRATES FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARIES  
FOR THEIR VALUABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

KCLS Respects and Honors Our Library Friends,  
Guilds and Associations as Value-Added Partners.  

They Make It Possible for Us To Do More for All Patrons 

For KCLS, Friends of the Library are so essential, they are bestowed a 
day of honor for their devotion, volunteer time, support and service 
to library programs, staff and communities.

The 18th Annual Friends Day, with the theme Friends Matter! was 
held October 17 at the KCLS Service Center in Issaquah. The day 
provided an opportunity for a record number of community library 
Friends—120 men and women—to meet, share information and 
celebrate accomplishments—and to enjoy inspirational programs, 
books, a “dress-up” photo booth, lunch and other treats.

“We are very lucky to have such a strong, robust network of Friends 
groups!” KCLS Director Gary Wasdin told the gathering. He expressed 
KCLS’ deep gratitude for the role that Friends, Guild and Association 
members play in KCLS’ success through their fundraising, advocacy 
and support of programs and staff. 

And their creativity! Nonprofit Friends groups may sponsor a bongo 
drummer for a singing and rhythm workshop, support block (Lego-
building) parties, or provide prizes for winners of a Lego League 
competition. They may sponsor book clubs, book-lovers’ happy hours, 
family movie nights, “crafternoon” craft classes, and experts who give 
lectures on opera, sports, business and the psychology of happiness.

Elizabeth Castleberry, KCLS Foundation Director told the Friends, 
“We can’t underestimate the reach of the Friends volunteers as 
community leaders. Your dedication to your community library and 

the Library System is a testament to the importance of the library as 
an institution… You are what makes the King County Library System 
rich in diverse and fun programs. You are what makes us the library 
of champions.” 

Tricia Morehouse Miller, a 10-year volunteer with Bellevue Library, 
was named Friend of the Year for efforts resulting in both new 
membership and revenue streams. She produced the first Volunteer 
Day for the Bellevue Friends, organized a silent auction for their 
holiday tea, and has encouraged Friends participation in the annual 
Give Big charitable giving campaign, providing more money for 
library programs. 

“I was stunned,” Morehouse Miller said. “KCLS is the best library 
system in the country, so to be recognized as Friend of the Year for 
such an esteemed organization is indeed a great honor.”
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Maple Valley Library’s “dynamic duo” Evelyn and Joe Defrisco were 
honored with the Friends Lifetime Achievement Award. The couple 
was cited for 18 years of devoted volunteerism, pitching in on 
everything from book sales and board positions (Evelyn was a vice 
president for six years before becoming president) to working with 
the City to establish a Library Advisory Board.

A number of Friends were named to the Friends of the Library Hall of 
Fame, including Reona Baker (Auburn); Janet Royea (Bothell); Jo-Ann 
Johnson (Covington); Janet Jacobson (Covington); Jane Mattson (Des 
Moines); Carol Kufeldt (Duvall); Meg Morgan (Fairwood); Donna Hanft 
(Lake Forest Park); Vickey Duckworth (Maple Valley); Connie Futrell 
(Newcastle); Mary Sletten (Skyway); and Enid Havens (White Center). 

Two Friends Lorene Clough (Renton) and Miriam Effron (Richmond 
Beach) were posthumously named to the Hall of Fame.

Before the day was over, each library’s Friends group also competed 
in a rousing game of Library Jeopardy, impressing Wasdin with their 
quick-draw knowledge of books, quotations, history, film, foreign 
language and other subjects. Wasdin later told the gathering it was 
the first time the board game had been cleared, with every question 
in every category answered correctly.

Wasdin commended all and gave the Duvall Friends a special 
mention: “They look sweet, but boy, are they competitive!” 

Thanks to the support and loyalty of enthusiastic advocates, libraries are able to accomplish far more for their 
communities. In 2015, Friends of the Library, Library Guilds and Library Associations—those who graciously 
volunteer their time to raise funds in support of library programming, special events and other activities—provided 
more than $278,000 in support to KCLS libraries. 
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A STEADY STREAM:  
BIG CROWD CELEBRATES NEW RENTON LIBRARY 

The eager public began gathering an hour before the doors opened, 
strolling in the morning sun along the Cedar River and across a wide 
pedestrian bridge. Citizens of all ages took turns at the new bridge 
guard rail, gazing upstream at the clear-flowing water, then turning 
to press their faces against huge walls of glass for sneak previews of 
the new 19,000 square-foot Renton Library.

By the time the 75-piece Hazen High School band marched onto the 
large patio outside the Library, drums pounding and horns blazing, 
the opening-day crowd had swelled to an estimated 750 people, 
standing, cheering, applauding—and ready to celebrate.

“What a glorious day and what a glorious library,” Robin McClelland, 
President of the KCLS Board of Trustees, told the gathering. “Each 
KCLS library is unique to its setting and to its community, but this 
library has the most unique setting—sitting over a river.”

Renton Mayor Denis Law agreed, saying that the new library was 
not only a unique and beautiful facility, but one which “captures the 
beauty of its entire surroundings.”

Law and McClelland were among many dignitaries in attendance, 
including KCLS Director Gary Wasdin, Renton City Council members, 
KCLS Board members, Friends of the Renton Library, Renton Library 

Advisory Board members, school officials, Captain William Renton’s 
grandniece, and many other library supporters. For the kids, Seattle 
Seahawks mascot Boom, and super heroes Wonder Woman and Hulk 
were on hand, plus musician Eli Rosenblatt and a city-sponsored 
barbeque in adjacent Liberty Park.

KCLS Joins Forces with Communities to Build and 
Celebrate Libraries and Continually Invest in their 

Upkeep to Ensure These Civic Treasures Endure
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Wasdin expressed appreciation for all the partners of the library 
project, which was funded by the City of Renton through a voter-
approved $10.4 million bond; KCLS funded $1.4 million for furniture 
and collections. The new library includes expanded computer access, 
a public meeting room, three study rooms, a children’s area, special 
collections and other upgrades. The meeting room was dedicated to 
local businessman King Parker.

“It took a village to make this happen,” said Ruth Baleiko, partner 
at Miller-Hull Architects, which designed the building through a 
collaborative effort.

The majority of the people of Renton desired to keep the library in 
a site spanning 80 feet across the river. It presented considerable 
architectural, engineering and construction challenges due to 
such issues as seismic codes, fish-passage requirements, electrical 
conduits, and riverbank stability amid potential flooding. 

“This is a special place,” Wasdin said, acknowledging the community’s 
passion about where to build it. People are passionate about their 
libraries. It really is important to listen.” 

History acknowledged, it was time for one more link: Laurie (Renton) 
Teddy-Skok, grandniece of town namesake Captain William Renton, 
was eight years old when she snipped the ribbon for the previous 
library’s 1966 opening. Holding giant scissors, she cut the 2015 
ribbon, and the library opened to a stampede that included gasps, 
oohs and aaahs.

“It’s so BIG,” said one of the first patrons through the doors, staring 
at high ceilings, floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the river and 
new art work in primary colors called In the Midst of Knowledge by 
Benjamin Moore. 

“It’s really beautiful; it even smells new,” Teddy-Skok said, standing by 
her brother Steve Renton, who was among the many patrons who 
expressed relief that the library is still across the river.

D. Martin, a long-time Renton resident, was browsing the shelves 
with friend S. Winterhawk. Both called the new library “impressive,” 
and said that browsing was one of their favorite pastimes.

“I’m so glad the library stayed here,” Martin said. “This is right 
where Renton River Days and holiday sales are held, near the kids’ 
playground and the park. Keeping it over the river just makes more 
sense for the community.”

Twelve years into a $172 million Capital Improvement Plan, approved by King County voters in 2004, a total of 13 new 
libraries have opened, 11 libraries have been expanded, 11 libraries have been renovated and two parking expansion 
projects have been completed, in addition to many other enhancements throughout the System. 

In 2015, construction began on Kingsgate (10,235 square-foot remodel) and Tukwila and White Center Libraries (each 10,000 
square feet). The new Renton Highlands Library (15,000 square feet) was begun, and the new 19,000 square foot Renton 
Library was opened on August 22. (Both Renton libraries were not part of the Capital Bond measure.) 
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“It is so light and so beautiful, and there is something about holding 
and feeling books in your hands,” said Winterhawk, a professional 
singer and former teacher. 

It did not take long before aisles were packed with people grabbing 
free library tote bags and bookmarks, circulating through all the 
various spaces with wonder and appreciation.

One man, standing in the self-checkout line with two full bags of 
books and DVDs, told another patron, “I’m so glad to have the library 
here. It is just a beautiful place.”

R. Kong, age 9, said he was impressed by the size and “lots of new 
books,” adding that he especially likes reading comic books and 
Pokémon. Other kids sat and listened to music, waving hands and 
singing.

“I think it’s really beautiful,” said R. Grace of Renton, who recently 
retired from Boeing. Grace said he frequently went to the library, 
which was on his way to work, to read and research topics such as 
business, networking and politics. His wife added that their six-year-
old granddaughter is an avid reader and now that her husband is 
retired, “We’ll definitely be taking full advantage of it now.”

Even four hours after the library had opened, it was still bustling, 
with computers occupied, checkout lines busy, and patrons sitting in 
comfy chairs while reading and gazing at the river and park views.

E. Gandy, who has lived in Renton 45 years, used the Renton Library at 
least twice a week. She credited the helpfulness of the librarians and 
her love of reading books and magazines for her frequent patronage. 
Like many long-timers, she will keep returning—just like the salmon 
during the fall.

“Oh yes, you can see the salmon from the library,” she said. “I’ve seen 
them!”

Perhaps Art Jarvis, Interim Superintendent of Renton Public School 
District, summed the day up best: “You’ve heard the word partnership, 
and this library represents just that; it is indicative of the Renton 
community I’ve heard about and witnessed for 50 years. The (Hazen) 
band is symbolic of the upcoming generations, and I would like to 
extend a deep, deep thank you for providing this beautiful resource 
for our children.”

Libraries are becoming more energy-efficient, thanks to updated HVAC at various library locations. In 2015, KCLS achieved 
an average energy savings of 12 percent—approximately $92,904. KCLS continued to invest in library maintenance, replacing 
some roofs, HVAC and furnishings; upgrading fire-alarm, security and electrical systems and remodeling restrooms.

KCLS sustained its win-win efforts to reinforce relationships with local law-enforcement agencies, knowing that such 
collaboration leads to safer, more secure communities and public buildings, including libraries. KCLS built relationships 
with Kent and Burien law enforcement agencies in 2014, and further strengthened its law-enforcement ties in Auburn, Des 
Moines, Redmond, Bellevue and Tukwila in 2015.
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THOSE WHO TOOK LONG JOURNEYS TO U.S. CITIZENSHIP  
GET THEIR DAY TO SHINE—AND CELEBRATE—AT KCLS LIBRARIES

KCLS Welcomes and Supports our Newest Neighbors 
and Citizens, Helping Them to Adapt and Thrive

If you want to see some of the widest smiles you’ll ever see, go to a 
KCLS Naturalization Ceremony.

A total of 80 people from 17 different countries became American 
citizens in 2015, after “graduating” from a rigorous process that 
includes citizenship classes, security screenings and formal interviews 
with U.S. officials. Naturalization ceremonies were held in several 
KCLS libraries.

After a Naturalization Ceremony held November 16 at the Renton 
Library, new citizens said it was not easy, but so worth it.

“It’s a long process… I studied so hard. And I had it easier because I 
spoke English,” said V. Tuttle of Seattle, who was born in India. “Now 
I can vote, something I couldn’t do before. I can travel, without 
worrying about a visa. But the main thing is that I can stay here.”

Her husband, E. Tuttle, whom she met while in college in California, 
was all grins as he held their three-year-old daughter, who smiled at 
her mom and waved an American flag. His mother and father, who 
live in Edmonds, also came to the ceremony to celebrate.

“I like the idea of all us being in the United States now and knowing 
she cannot be deported,” he said. “It is a huge relief. We’re all so happy.”

Besides India, the new citizens hailed from Belarus, Bosnia, Burma, 
China, the Democratic Republic of Congo, El Salvador, Ethiopia, 
Honduras, Iran, Iraq, Kenya, Mexico, Moldova, South Korea, Sudan 
and Ukraine. 

Before being sworn in, the naturalization candidates were shown an 
inspirational video reflecting on American history, its 50 states, natural 
parks and other landmarks, with the background refrains of “America 
the Beautiful.” The candidates took a solemn Oath of Allegiance to the 

United States, vowing to “support and defend the U.S. constitution 
and its laws against all enemies, foreign and domestic.”

Then they all applauded, hugging friends and relatives. 

“Congratulations. I’m honored to be the first person to speak to you 
as American citizens,” said Gary Wasdin, KCLS Director. “I feel so much 
optimism seeing you all …Thank you for all the hard work that got 
you here today.” 
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Wasdin also urged those gathered to get library cards and take 
advantage of KCLS, telling them that public libraries “are available 
and open to serve everyone, no questions asked.”

As many new citizens queued up for cake decorated in red, white and 
blue, T. Ghafghazi and his wife, S. Ghafghazi expressed deep gratitude. 
At 76 years old, the Iranian couple said while some Americans may 
take their citizenship for granted, he and his wife do not. 

“America is a great country,” T. Ghafghazi said. “It cares about people. 
Everybody works hard here—men and women. You deserve what 
you have here.”
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September 1 –  
November 15

SeaTac • Tukwila • White Center

Read, share, 
and learn about 

immigrant 
experiences 

with your 
community.

The Big Read is a program of the National Endowment for the Arts in partnership with Arts Midwest.

kcls.org/bigread

Presented by KCLS  
in partnership with:

K I N G  C O U N T Y
LIBRARY SYSTEM

FOUNDATION

#kclsbigread

KCLS BRINGS COMMUNITIES TOGETHER  
TO READ AND EXPLORE THE SAME BOOK

In 2015, KCLS was awarded a coveted National Endowment for the 
Arts’ Big Read Grant, making it possible to host community Big Read 
programs around the selected book, The Beautiful Things That Heaven 
Bears by Dinaw Mengestu. An estimated 2,143 people participated 
in reading and discussing this book during community events held 
from September 1 through November 15, with participants from the 
US, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Laos, Madagascar, Nepal, Somalia, Sudan 
and Vietnam. More than 800 free copies of the 2008 novel were given 
out at the Foster (Tukwila), Valley View (SeaTac) and White Center 
Libraries, and Mengestu himself appeared at a reception and book 
signing. 

The annual Big Read grant aims to broaden public perspectives 
and understanding by supporting community efforts to “share the 
joy of reading a good book.” KCLS joined forces with the Refugee 
Women’s Alliance (ReWA); Highline Public Schools; Highline College; 
King County Housing Authority, and the White Center Community 
Development Association/White Center Promise.

The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears tells the story of Sepha 
Stephanos, an Ethiopian immigrant and shopkeeper working 
and living in a predominantly African-American neighborhood in 
Washington DC. The New York Times called Mengestu’s first novel “a 
great African novel, a Great Washington novel and a great American 
novel.” While it is fiction, it reflects some of the author’s experiences. 
Mengestu was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, immigrating with his 
family to the United States when he was two years old to flee war in 
his native country. Raised in Illinois, Mengestu received his Bachelor 
of Arts degree in English from Georgetown University and a Master of 
Fine Arts in fiction from Columbia University. 
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Nearly 3,000 adults attended classes on English conversation skills, 
citizenship test preparation and basic education in 2015. Supported by 161 
volunteers reporting 5,000 hours, they included Talk Time (1,182 sessions); 
Citizenship Classes (443) and one-on-one basic-education tutoring (69 
individuals). 

More than 400 people attended 38 free ESL (English as a Second Language) 
classes, made possible by KCLS partnerships with local colleges and certified 
instructors. 

KCLS expanded its outreach to King County’s growing Spanish-speaking 
population. More than 1,258 people took advantage of new services and 
were inspired by various services, programs and outreach events, including 
Fiestas; El Día de los Niños/El Día de los Libros; Spanish Reading Clubs; 
eBook presentations; Starting Your Own Business (in collaboration with 
Startzone), and National Hispanic Heritage Month.

Plaza Comunitaria, an adult learning curriculum created by the Mexican 
Consulate to advance the education of Latinos, was held at the Bellevue 
Library and drew 107 students. The program provides a wide range of basic 
education in Spanish, including literacy and math. 

In order to connect more effectively with the diverse patrons KCLS serves, 
the Library Page Fellowship Program continues to recruit, hire, educate 
and retain a more diverse workforce. More than 120 of the KCLS workforce 
(one tenth) are former Page Fellows, with 75 percent of them identified in a 
diversity category. 
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KCLS LIBRARIAN ENGAGES AND GUIDES AT-RISK YOUTH, DEVELOPING THEIR 
VIEW OF LIBRARIES AS MEANINGFUL AND FUN DESTINATIONS

THE BOYS ARE HERE! 

Lara Mayelian wanted to help a group of boys and wasn’t at all put off 
by their troubled histories and behaviors. In fact, she embraced the 
way they were.

And that made all the difference.

Mayelian, a teen and adult services librarian, is known for her open-
hearted efforts to help and engage youths from the Sea Mar Renacer 
Youth Treatment Center, a residential drug treatment program. 
Boys from the facility, ages 13 to 20, had for many years visited the 
Boulevard Park Library in Renton. But it was Mayelian who took them 
under her wing and made sure their visits were positive, focused and 
meaningful. 

“I have been routinely impressed with how well these visits function 
and what an amazing and inspiring program it is,” said Kendra Wight, 
a fellow Boulevard Park librarian who cites Mayelian’s “sensitive and 
masterful cultivation of positive outcomes.”

Wight recalled librarians saying “the boys are here!” observing that 
on their first visits, most of the youths—many of whom had never 
been in any library let alone had a library card—professed disinterest 

in reading. But over ensuing weeks, their reluctance switched to 
engagement as they saw Mayelian interact with others, building 
rapport with patience and persistence.

“You can watch boys rediscover books they loved in childhood,” Wight 
said. “Soon they are reading and discussing memoirs, poetry, urban 
fiction romance novels, nonfiction, graphic novels, career guides and 
self-instruction books. It is not unusual to see seven boys standing 
around talking animatedly about a series or simply reading books.”

It reached a point that when a Sea Mar staff member gave the boys a 
choice of going to the library or going to a movie, they all chose the 
library.

“I always root for the underdog,” Mayelian said. “I’d say, ‘Sit down, chill 
out. Come talk to me.” She noted the boys’ interests and showed them 
that “the library isn’t just full of ‘dusty old books.’ 

“Their shocked little faces lit up when I provided materials on sports 
figures, drawing and street art, memoirs on famous musicians and 
hip-hop artists…movies like Maze Runner and The 5th Wave.”
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In past years, Mayelian said, the Sea Mar boys “were running amok, 
yelling.... it confirmed to me that kids love and need structure.” 
She reserved study tables, created a separate “zone” for them, and 
deployed her knowledge of youth and young adult literature to pick 
out books and other “cool” materials that would appeal to the boys 
yet fall within Sea Mar’s policies.

Mayelian’s personal and professional background makes her uniquely 
suited to the job, which she calls “a perfect fit.” An immigrant from Iran 
and a member of the country’s Christian Assyrian minority, Mayelian 
has always gravitated toward serving people in need. She moved to 
the United States during the 1979 Islamic Revolution and attended 
library school at San Jose State University, determined to work in a 
prison library. She says proudly, “The Assyrians were really the first 
people to have a library. I’ve got librarianship in my blood!” (The 
ancient library collection of Assyrian King Ashurbanipal now resides 
at the British Museum). 

She volunteered at a juvenile detention center in San Francisco, 
honing librarian skills in the center’s library while learning more 
about at-risk and incarcerated youth and young adult literature.

Her qualifications as an adult librarian include having worked as a 
social worker for more than seven years, both at a battered women’s 
shelter and later with seniors and those suffering Alzheimer’s disease.

Mayelian, Wight and others believe the program serves as an 
innovative model and could be expanded and/or replicated 
elsewhere. 

“People told me ‘those kids’ won’t ever fit in at a library and that 
working with ‘those kids’ is just too hard,” Mayelian recalls. “But I’m 
here to tell you that it isn’t that hard. Kids like the Sea Mar boys are all 
over King County, and as librarians we should be actively working on 
building relationships with them, not only ‘the easy kids.’ ”
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SUPER SHORTS

NEWPORT WAY LIBRARY  
MAKER WEEKEND 

Staff at the Newport Way, Newcastle and Mercer Island Libraries 
created a series of all-day programming geared to all ages and 
interests. The first event, Library Maker Weekend at Newport Way 
Library, offered six to eight programs running all day featuring 
everything from Makey Makey to Water Color 101. To increase 
awareness and participation for all ages, staff made an extra effort 
to reach out to the local middle school satellite club and to the local 
high school robotics club, which also introduced the youths to other 
events in the libraries as well. 

BORN TO READ 
The Born to Read program targeted the parents of newborns 
and toddlers 15 months and younger, teaching them about the 
importance of Early Learning. Initiated by children’s staff at the 
Sammamish Library and expanded to include children’s librarians 
from other KCLS libraries, the three-day program was held at 
EvergreenHealth Hospital in Kirkland in spring 2015. More than 200 
people attended a total of ten sessions, with an estimated 85 percent 
of participants reporting they were not regular library users prior to 
the program.

LIBRARY PLAY ZONE AT WHITE 
CENTER FOOD BANK 

The weekly Library Play Zone offered families with young children 
in the Greenbridge area the opportunity to learn and play together, 
bolstered by the guidance and expertise of children’s services 
librarians. Many of the families were familiar with the White Center 
Food Bank, which serves approximately 800 children every month, 
but were not aware of the free library services available to them. The 
three-month, drop-in Play Zone, an adaptation of the System-wide 
Story Time and Stay & Play programs, created a fun environment 
that encouraged learning through stories, singing and playing with 
educational toys.
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SNAPSHOTS

YOUR 
PERFECT 
BOOK 

MATCH

kcls.org/bookmatch

kcls.org/bookmatch

There are already 700 subscribers for the KCLS Reads Newsletter, which 
debuted in December. BookMatch allows librarians to customize book lists 
based on preferences expressed by individual readers. BookMatch’s trained 
librarians responded to 530 patron requests in the six months since it kicked 
off in late May. 

BEHIND THE SCENES 
KCLS ramped up its already strong efforts to connect with patrons 
and communities on some new initiatives. Community Relations 
developed and launched three new KCLS email newsletters— 
KCLS Reads, Mind Matters and K-12. 

A new partnership with the King County Fair created a free entry 
day for KCLS card holders—and increased fair attendance from 6,000  
(in 2014) to 17,000.

A total 3,087 patrons attended the 1,372 TechTutor sessions held at 
various sites. Volunteers accrued 2,599 hours supporting TechTutor, 
which also saw 48,078 visitors to its webpage. 

Patrons viewed 3,709 hours of instructional video on Lynda.com, a 
database launched in 2015 to offer extended computer learning via 
the TechTutor web page. A total 396 courses were completed. 

“I cannot say enough good things about Bookmatch...(the librarians) sent 
me a friendly email highlighting their top picks and explaining why they 
thought I would enjoy them based on my request, obviously from someone 
who’d read all of them.…I’d read one and heard of two others, but otherwise 
got new-to-me-suggestions, pure gold for a heavy reader. I was so thrilled 
when I got my recommendations that I immediately shared Bookmatch 
on Facebook and Twitter because I wanted all my friends to use it too. 
Bookmatch is a high-quality, personalized book recommendation service I 
would encourage any reader to try.“ T. Durnell, Kirkland 
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GREATER ACCESS 
KCLS continues to increase patron accessibility. In 2015, a total 50,745 
patrons called Ask KCLS with questions, and another 20,409 people 
emailed queries, assisted on an individual basis by library staff. The 
many “how-to” questions included downloading eBooks, using 
library catalogs, finding consumer information, searching databases, 
locating library programs and events and discovering new books to 
read.

Staff with the Traveling Library Center visited 28,272 homebound 
patrons, living in retirement homes and assisted living facilities. Along 
with receiving materials, these patrons were able to enjoy book talks, 
eReader demonstrations and learn about other library resources.

Open hours of five libraries will increase in 2016, following a System-
wide review aimed at meeting the interests of patrons. All KCLS 
libraries, except Bellevue and Skykomish, will be open 10am to 9pm 
Monday through Thursday. 

Patrons in need of special accommodations also received more help 
in 2015. Items such as hand-held magnifiers were made available 
at all libraries, and “Dragon” speech-recognition software can be 
accessed at the Bellevue Library. Desktop hearing loops also were 
added at five libraries: Auburn, Boulevard Park, Burien, Mercer Island, 
and Shoreline, bringing the total of “looped” libraries to eight. 

Patron registration and checkouts also improved via an iPad pilot 
project that includes Evergreen Lite, a lightweight mobile application 
that can be used by staff in areas where digital connectivity has been 
a problem. 

UPGRADES
KCLS continues to upgrade its technology to improve the patron 
experience. A System-wide technology upgrade in 2015 included 
an increase in the number of PCs and laptops available to the public 
and greater Wi-Fi access. KCLS’ mobile fleet also was enhanced with 
features designed to better monitor fuel efficiency, lower insurance, 
repair and replacement costs, and other investment-protecting 
improvements.

SNAPSHOTS

Techlab, KCLS’ computer-equipped mobile vehicle, addressed the needs 
of 3,090 people and offered 170 computer classes in 2015. Techlab visited 
students throughout the county, as well as senior citizens, adults re-entering 
the workforce, refugees, youths in juvenile detention centers and the 
homeless. 

Techlab expanded the number of visits to those with inadequate housing, 
serving almost 300 patrons during regular visits to Tent Cities 3 and 4; Camp 
Unity and United We Stand. TechLab worked with Hopelink in various areas 
of the county to provide needed services.
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KCLS FOUNDATION

In 2015, the King County Library System Foundation, a private and 
separate fundraising arm of the Library System, saw a 40 percent 
increase in giving over the prior year, with $816,000 in contributions. 
The Foundation provided $764,000 in total grants to KCLS, including 
$325,000 toward the Community Mosaic project planned for the new 
Tukwila Library; $130,000 for the Summer Reading and Let’s READ 
programs for children and teens, and $90,000 for Tutor.com. The 
Foundation also created five new INVENTational grants, providing 
a total $15,000 in funding to spark innovative programming for 
patrons. 
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In 2015, total circulation reached 20,418,624, which included 
3,064,726 in digtal content, a 23.43% increase over 2014. New digital 
offerings included hoopla, a new streaming platform for music, 
movies, television and comics and SELF-e, a new eBook platform for 
local and national self-published authors.

KCLS’ top five circulating libraries included Redmond (1,290,606), 
Bellevue (1,210,221), Bothell (1,039,918), Sammamish (923,919) and 
Shoreline (794,852).

Patrons walking through the doors of KCLS libraries remained on 
par with 2014, with 9,922,263 people using libraries for discovery, 
inspiration, information and access to other important resources.

More than 112,000 individuals also registered for KCLS library cards, 
a 26% increase over 2014.

THE STORY OF CIRCULATION
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TOTAL CIRCULATION BY LIBRARY
LIBRARY CHECKOUTS

LAKE FOREST PARK 217,720

RICHMOND BEACH 205,163

SHORELINE 794,852

NORTHWEST CLUSTER TOTAL 1,217,735

BOTHELL 1,039,918

KENMORE 302,529

KINGSGATE 201,360

KIRKLAND 726,760

NORTH CLUSTER TOTAL 2,270,567

CARNATION 87,708

DUVALL 191,484

REDMOND 1,290,606

REDMOND RIDGE 89,694

SKYKOMISH 12,355

WOODINVILLE 504,584

NORTHEAST CLUSTER TOTAL 2,176,431

BELLEVUE 1,210,221

CROSSROADS 452,934

LAKE HILLS 354,722

BELLEVUE CLUSTER TOTAL 2,017,877

MERCER ISLAND 407,521

NEWCASTLE 393,378

NEWPORT WAY 521,796

NORTHCENTRAL CLUSTER TOTAL 1,322,695

LIBRARY CHECKOUTS

FALL CITY 100,383

ISSAQUAH 685,800

NORTH BEND 221,490

SAMMAMISH 923,219

SNOQUALMIE 183,633

EAST CLUSTER TOTAL 2,114,525

BOULEVARD PARK 77,376

BURIEN 410,435

FOSTER 100,577

GREENBRIDGE 39,675

VALLEY VIEW 114,210

WHITE CENTER 94,113

WEST CLUSTER TOTAL 836,386

FAIRWOOD 639,665

RENTON 167,923

RENTON HIGHLANDS 274,146

SKYWAY 116,364

SOUTHCENTER 113,943

CENTRAL CLUSTER TOTAL 1,312,041

DES MOINES 238,178

KENT 470,680

WOODMONT 185,504

SOUTHCENTRAL CLUSTER TOTAL 894,362

BLACK DIAMOND 81,828

COVINGTON 577,056

ENUMCLAW 177,223

MAPLE VALLEY 392,450

SOUTHEAST CLUSTER TOTAL 1,228,557

LIBRARY CHECKOUTS

FEDERAL WAY 568,626

FEDERAL WAY 320th 249,441

VASHON 278,823

SOUTHWEST CLUSTER TOTAL 1,096,890

ALGONA-PACIFIC 167,698

AUBURN 359,075

MUCKLESHOOT 34,000

SOUTH CLUSTER TOTAL 560,773

ALL LIBRARY CLUSTERS 17,048,839

MOBILE SERVICES 204,681

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER 25,560

ASK KCLS 20,308

DOWNLOADS 3,064,726

INTERLIBRARY LOAN 15,144

PROFESSIONAL 39,366

CENTRAL/SPECIAL SERVICES 3,369,785

SYSTEM TOTAL 20,418,624
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THE LIST OF KCLS BUILDING AWARDS 
 KEEPS GROWING

In 2015, the new Renton Library, with the unusual and challenging 
distinction of spanning a river, earned Architects Newspaper “Best of 
Awards” honorable mention in the renovation category. The American 
Institute of Architects’ Washington Council honored two other KCLS 
libraries with Civic Design Awards, awarding the Duvall and Federal 
Way 320th Libraries with its Merit Award.

KCLS STAFF OUT-SORTS  
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY

BOOk-YAH! That was the “Call of the Wild” made by KCLS book sorters 
after they beat New York Public Library staff in the 2015 Sorting 
Smack Down—aka the National Library Sorting Championship. Held 
November 10 at the Materials Distribution Services facility in Preston, 
KCLS staff out-hustled their New York counterparts by 201 books, 
moving and distributing 12,572 books in one hour from loaded bins 
onto the facility’s fast-moving conveyor belt. The annual event, for 
which KCLS now holds a 3-2 lead, was covered by national and local 
media, including NBC Nightly News with Lester Holt.

WE LEAD THE COUNTRY  
IN DIGITAL DOWNLOADS

The King County Library System was named the top Library System 
in the U.S. for circulation of digital books, with 2,848,205 downloads 
through OverDrive—a 25 percent increase over 2014. While the top 
honors in North America went to Toronto Public Library in Ontario, 
Canada (3,108,465), Toronto’s population is also higher—more than 
six million people, according to OverDrive, a Cleveland-based private 
firm which distributes and tracks digital materials. The company 
reported that per capita, KCLS is actually higher than Toronto, with 
an average of 2.2 digital items borrowed per person versus slightly 
less than two. KCLS also topped New York Public Library by almost 
600,000 items. 

ACCOLADES
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GOVERNANCE

KCLS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The King County Library System is governed by the five-member 
Board of Trustees who are appointed by the King County Executive 
and  approved by the King County Council. Trustees serve as at-large 
members for no more than two consecutive five-year terms. 

2015 TRUSTEES
Robin McClelland, President

Robert Spitzer

Jessica Bonebright

Jim Wigfall

Angélica Alvarez

KCLS DIRECTOR 
Gary Wasdin
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PROGRAM ATTENDANCE 

566,087

TOP THREE DATABASES
LYNDA.COM

CONSUMER REPORTS
VALUE LINE

OPERATING BUDGET
$112 MILLION

KCLS BY THE NUMBERS 2015

756,000 REGISTERED CARDHOLDERS

112,000 NEW PATRONS

49 COMMUNITY LIBRARIES
TOTALING 739,788 SQUARE FEET

9.9 MILLION 
PATRONS VISITS
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MOBILE SERVICES OUTREACH
67,247 PEOPLE VISITED

MISSION
To provide free, open and equal 

access to ideas and information to 
all members of the community.

20.4 MILLION 
ITEMS CIRCULATED

3MILLION DOWNLOADS
KCLS is the number one circulating library in 

the U.S. for Overdrive downloads.

KCLS.ORG 42 MILLION HITS

CATALOG HITS 60 MILLION

COLLECTION 
4.7 MILLION ITEMS

Books and other physical items, eBooks, 
eAudiobooks, eMusic and eVideo.
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